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INTRODUCTION

The humanisation of hospitals and socio-medical structures is paramount for the psycho-sensorial comfort of patients and consequently for the clinical success of therapies. Humanisation is a complex concept related to several features of the healthcare system, as many researches have evidenced: doctor/patient and staff/patient communication; organization of the hospital and quality of the physical environment; nursing staff and caregivers’ attitudes [1].

The relationship between health personnel, patients and their relatives, access to information, design of spaces and equipment, light and sound, are all specifically important in shaping the positive and patient-supportive, in a holistic sense, environmental system. The understanding of psychological and physical needs of the users (patients, medical staff, relatives, caregivers, technical personnel) is the key to humane design of health structures. All the major international guidelines for hospital design currently acknowledge humanisation of health facilities as a basic factor on medical outcomes, as well as the innovation of the environmental quality of space organization and hospital design [2, 3].

C. Robert Horsburgh, in his article “Healing by design” published in 1995 in the *New England Journal of Medicine*, stresses the importance of healing architecture and the evidence-based link between hospital design and medicine and states, “medical care cannot be separated from the buildings in which it is delivered” [4].

It is now an established fact that the quality of space and context in health buildings affects the outcomes of medical care and that architectural design of the health facilities is an essential element of the healing process. There is a vast amount of literature on the subject and, of specific interest, are the studies about the connection between physical spaces and issues like [5, 6]:

- patient safety overall referred to nosocomial infections, medical mistakes and accidental falls;
- pain, sleep, depression, hospitalization quality;
- wayfinding, privacy, communication, social support and patient and family satisfaction;
• accidents in the workplace, stress, working efficiency and all staff satisfaction.

A study to verify the amount of information available in scientific literature about this issue, as that carried out in 2004 at the Texas A&M University and at the Georgia Institute of Technology listed many articles which proved with quantitative parameters the influence of hospital space design on clinical outcomes of patients and comfort of their relatives, medical and para-medical staff. Two aspects were of specific interest:

a. the analysis of the influence of the hospital environment on stress levels, with negative effects on nervous, endocrine and immune system;

b. the studies documenting the healing potentials of environmental factors such as light, colour, sights, art, sounds, music and the restorative environment.

There is general agreement on the effects of natural light, both on the visual system and on the nervous and endocrine system, which influence the production of circadian hormones. Experimental studies highlighted a strong link between natural light and clinical profiles of the patients: 22% less painkillers are necessary for surgery patients hosted in naturally well-lit rooms; cardiology patients have a shorter recovery time and a lower death-risk rate when hosted in a naturally well-lit environment [7-9].

The proper use of colours can contribute to patients’ wellbeing. Possible access to external gardens, according to author R. Ulrich, influences recovery outcomes. Access to external green sectors is appreciated by all users for the positive distraction effect, and for the emotional recovery from clinical stress-inducing conditions. The green sectors are called “healing gardens”, places where healing and cognitive-emotional recovery processes are enhanced [10-12].

Various health institutions and hospital structures in the world deal with patient-centred organization models:

• Planetree, Institute for Family-Centred Care, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Centre for Health Design, California, USA; both with a mission of transforming hospital spaces into therapeutic spaces (healing environment) therefore enhancing clinical results through the use of evidence-based design;

• Maggie’s Cancer Caring Centres, UK, founded by the writer Maggie Keswick Jencks who, as a previous cancer patient, initiated a new approach to cancer illness treatment which lead to a new kind of support and care structure for cancer patients;

• King’s Fund EHE (Enhancing the Healing Environment), UK, which encourages and supports multi-disciplinary groups, including designers, physicians/hospital workers and patients, to work together with the aim of enhancing the environment where therapy is provided;

• Netherland Board for Healthcare Institutions (NBHI), which supports the activity of the Health Ministry for the research and for the promotion of quality enhancing guidelines of hospital structures.

So it is now an established understanding that humanizing health facilities through the design of spaces is well rooted in the culture of users and decision-makers. What is now needed is systematic scientific evidence to define a methodological approach for a consistent architectural design process.

A research was carried out by the Research Centre TESIS (Università degli Studi di Firenze) under the responsibility of R. Del Nord and by the DINSE Department (Politecnico di Torino) under the responsibility of G. Peretti.

The scope of the research program was to develop “Design guidelines for the humanisation of health-care spaces”. The program was commissioned by the Italian Ministry of Health [13].

The guidelines have been drafted in a clear, easy-to-read framework and can be used either for the design of refurbishments of existing structures, or for the design of new structures, and to assist decision-makers to evaluate, control and monitor the quality of projects.

METHOD AND RESULTS

**Humanisation of health care facilities**

The guidelines are based on the performance design approach and supported by quantitative statistical investigations. The study has been organised in the following stages:

a. humanisation meaning and state of the art;

b. definition of methodology;

c. analysis of user needs and requirements;

d. statistical investigation and guidelines.

The meaning of humanisation in healthcare facilities, its features as well as operational implications at building/urban/territorial scale, have been defined.

A literature review of the most advanced scientific papers on the subject has been carried out and results obtained by Institutions and researchers have been outlined [14, 15].

A number of significant case studies related to specific environmental features have been analysed, for each specific stress factor: stimulation, coherence, affordance, control, restorative environment [16].

The second part of the study identified and drafted the performance-based requirement specifications.

The features of all users – physicians, hospital nurses, patients and their relatives – have been analysed in oncology, internal medicine departments and territorial medical facilities. In the third part users needs and the requirement specifications are organised for the main areas of each healthcare facility: patient room, waiting room, ambulatory, meeting room, reception, personnel work-station, living room, corridor and entrance, and external spaces. [17] The last part includes statistical investigation and guidelines: in this section the study reports the statistical investigations interviews processing and the final result of the research project. “Design guidelines”.

**Statistical investigations**

To support the definition of the performance design approach framework, a set of direct and indirect investigations on statistically meaningful samples has been carried out, which was also used to rank the derived requirements.

The analysis to validate the information framework and the list of requirements was the task of a special
multidisciplinary working group of researchers with different qualifications: architects, sociologists, medical staff, psychologists. Physicians, nurses, hospital staff, patients and their relatives were interviewed.

The methodology points were:
- field inquiry questionnaires;
- statistical data processing;
- graphic modelling of spatial structures and contexts;
- functional and environmental performance requirements of users and technologies of the health structures.

The interviewees were selected from socio-medical centres in Piedmont, Tuscany, Sardinia and the study was carried out with different techniques: sessions of direct observation in various hospital divisions, semi-structured interviews and surveys on patients, their families and medical personnel.

Specific objectives included:
- mobility of patients and their relatives inside health care facilities;
- professional profiles of employees in different services;
- activities and services provided by various medical professionals and their organizations;
- features, furniture and equipment necessary to carry out different activities and relevance of various aspects of physical spaces;
- interactions between users;
- problems of carrying out activities due to physical and mental conditions of patients and their families;
- problems of carrying out activities due to working conditions of medical staff’s physical, mental, psychological and emotional workload;
- particularly significant aspects related to job satisfaction.

The first analysis was carried out with two psycho-oncologists from the Università degli Studi di Torino (R. Torta and L. Varetto) through imaging techniques that allowed the interviewees to express their opinion about the significance of the environmental physical features. For instance, for the day hospital environment, some room types (open, closed, with external view, with view to the medical staff) were proposed to the interviewees asking them to show preferences. Forty-five patients (between 18 and 65 years old) of the Onco-haematology Centre of San Giovanni Battista Hospital in Turin were interviewed. The patients were in follow up status with a value above 80 of Karnofsky Performance Status test. The scope of these direct investigations was to define the behavioural models of the users and identify their needs.

Another quantitative analysis was carried out, using a self-report survey tool, to investigate the needs of users and to allow a quantitative and comparative assessment of their identified needs.

The investigation covered 418 interviews (interviewees between 19 and 87 years old) and focus groups of patients, nurses and physicians in hospitals of two northern Italian towns (Turin and Novara) and in Sardinia (Cagliari). The tool was developed by M. Bonaiuto with his assistants P. Caddeo and R. Truffa of Università degli Studi di Cagliari.

The quantitative analysis assessed the relative weight of the different identified needs, and their qualitative and quantitative influence on the users’ perception of medical facilities. The study was specifically aimed at assessing the priority ranking in the users’ perception of the humanisation requirements related to the quality of each specific space.

The investigation also focused on expressing the differences among various types of structures and the users involved. This taxonomy allows comparison of the results of the users’ experience with data currently identified in literature and design studies [18, 19].

The requirements analysed in detail through interviews and focus groups of selected experts and users were, in the case of ambulatory facilities, the following [20, 21]:
- psychologically supportive space;
- colour of furniture and surfaces;
- home like design;
- microclimate conditions and multimedia control devices;
- personal property safekeeping;
- safety of space usage;
- clear space identity;
- artificial lighting;
- day lighting;
- patient clinical data recovery;
- hand washing facilities;
- caregiver attendance facilities;
- healing capability;
- sight and noise privacy;
- outside view.

It is important (above 7.5 in a range from 0 to 9), for patients and their relatives, in internal medicine department, to use ambulatory spaces in an autonomous way with fittings that allow movement, with acoustic and visual privacy during their conversations with healthcare staff and during therapy procedures, spaces suitable for conversations and psychological assistance with facilities to clean their hands and safely lock away their personal property. Patients in the oncology department consider the last two requirements as most important, while other requirements are deemed to have a lower priority (between 7 and 7.5 in the range from 0 to 9).

The colour of fittings and furniture and the presence of restorative spaces is less important for both departments. Outside view seems to be less important for ambulatories in the internal medicine department, despite one score above the middle of the range (Figure 1).

For physicians and nurses views and restorative spaces have a lower value. Home like design ranks low in the internal medicine department but has a higher value in the oncology department. Acoustic comfort, visual privacy and space flexibility conditions rank high for both departments. Space availability for psychological assistance is essential (above 8 in the range from 0 to 9) for the oncology department, while, for the internal medicine department artificial lighting conditions are deemed to be significant to allow ambulatory activities (Figure 2).

Compared to patient room data, as a general rule, the values for usability, security, restorative spaces and colour of fittings and furniture are higher, and there is
a wider shift in the assessment. Oncology and internal medicine departments’ patients and their relatives consider important the mobility of patients and the possibility for them to move about in the room and to easily reach the bathroom (above 8 in the range from 0 to 9). For the oncology department, patients’ privacy during visits and sanitary procedures rank high, whilst visible and acoustical separation from other patients in the room is less important for both departments. A pleasant environment, hand disinfection facilities, comfortable conditions for visiting relatives rank high for both patients in the room is less important for both departments. A pleasant environment, hand disinfection facilities, comfortable conditions for visiting relatives rank high for both departments (value 7 in the range from 0 to 9). The survey shows some differences between internal medicine and oncology departments users: for internal medicine patients, the safety of personal items is more important; whereas for oncology department patients the external view is more important. The home like design is less relevant for internal medicine department patients, as well as the visual interaction with the staff workstation and the presence of multimedia equipment for recreation and communication with the outside world. Assessments and ranking expressed by physicians and nurses do not substantially diverge from the values expressed by patients, with the exception of visual and acoustic privacy (Figure 3 and Figure 4).

The general conclusion after this investigation is that image technique based inquiries are more reliable than interviews based only on questions not assisted by images, like pictures and renderings, because many hospital users are not able to perceive the relationship between some of these requirements and patient physical and mind comfort and the consequences on clinical outcomes.

Investigation results can be used to weight require-
ments in the design guidelines of social and health-care facilities.

Guidelines

The guidelines for each of the space typologies considered are organised into three sections:
- scientific and cultural references
- functional features
- design recommendations

Scientific and cultural references

In this part, references and evidences to design recommendations are described through qualitative and quantitative data relating response to the psychological and physical comfort needs of the users to actual features of built spaces [22-24].

General assessment of users’ needs is based on their relevance to: safety, usability, privacy, work ease, environment, acoustic and visual comfort [18], safe equipment operation for patient and operator. Other requirements are also considered, such as access to staff areas control, hands hygiene, artificial lighting, colour of furniture and fittings, healing environment and visual control of the patients by nursing staff.

Scientific literature on these issues stresses the importance of allowing patients to live in a somewhat private space; a meaningful feature for interactions with family, other patients and caregivers. Some studies also underline the positive role of visual interaction between the hospital room and other spaces. Such interaction can give the patient a good feedback that can be as important as the outside view [25]. There is evidence that privacy can reduce the need for medical treatment and has a feedback on patients’ willingness to carry out clinical tests and submit to medical treatments. Hence privacy improves doctor/patient communication.

Functional characteristics

To develop the design guidelines codes and standards reviewed, local and national regulations have been summarised. Procedures and functional specifications needed for the qualification and official accreditation of healthcare facilities have been described [26].

The following issues and their relevance to architectural design of health care facilities have been described:
- classification of health care activities;
- spaces needed for each activity or medical procedure;
- relationship between health care activities;
- different structures of health care business;
- literature on standards and rules for health care facilities design;
- trends in health care facilities design;
- review of good practices in health care facilities design.

Design recommendations

Recommendations are collated in a worksheet where requirements are described and their relevance to space formal features: shape, site dimensions, internal envelope features, equipment, fittings and furniture needed to comply with humanisation performance requirements. Diagrammatic sketches assist the understanding. Images of optimal configurations are supplied to help architects to choose space design features. Pictures of good design practice are included.

Performance evaluation parameters to quantify the response to each requirement complete the worksheet (Figure 5).

The assessment method developed allows quantification of the supplied performance level, with a specific score (sufficient, good, excellent) for each space and each requirement. The final comprehensive score is the result of the combined weights of each requirement and space.

The method can be used by decision-makers to evalu-
ate projects or by architects to compare their design options and to improve the performance of the facilities. The parameters can be applied to evaluate existing and new health care facilities [27-29]. The evaluation method is supported by software to process all the data and yield comprehensive results.

As an example, the requirements assessed for a waiting room area are: reception for different users, multifunctional and space flexibility, surroundings visual control, daylighting, safekeeping of personal items, safe usability, healing potential, water dispenser availability, artificial lighting, finishing, fittings and furniture, colour and external space views.

For privacy, design solutions should consider total or partial privacy levels. For flexibility, design should solve patient comfort, staff working conditions and patients’ disease severity. For visual privacy, design must solve the often conflicting patient and staff requirements.

The assessment method proposed allows choice of optimal trade-offs between conflicting demands: the essence of the complex design process.
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